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Divorce
Marlon Runashore & Roof Sirees
got married in February and got
divorced in June or August.

The Sunday Smoke is printed to make us enough money to buy a nice
little cottage on the other side of the island to the Vampires. The
Sunday Smoke is looking for nude reporters and will offer all Gazzeeb
reporters a one hour lesson at Seamstressesing if they join us.

Deadley
Circus
When you go watch the circus
in the Thunders watch out or
you will find yourself made to
wear a kabuki mask and given
a sword and then asked to
perform in front of a rather
unfriendly crowd.

Marloo apparently during their
honeymoon in the Thunders left
the country without telling Ruff to
travel all the way to Archipelagogo
& go visit his secret lover Bedeline
in Whitewater. Observers spotted
Marglow spending hours in
Bedeline’s room at the Fey Lip
Squid Inn, the inn keeper said
“Theer wo up ta somat, they waint
just nattering” and the cleaner said
“Aye bed wha used, summun
slept in it or my barnacles will fall
off”.
Rooth is so annoyed she
requested a giant sized frying pan,
a new rolling pin, 6 bullets with
Marlow engraved on them and
every torture device in the Thull
Brotherhood Christmas Catalogue

Sir Kailen
Lost Green
Sword
I know most of readers will
find it unbelievable but in a
contest to show who was the
best fighter Sir Kailen lost!
Sir Kailen however did win
the longest name and titles
competition.
Mal, Ruth, Prince Imerick,
where knocked out in early
rounds as they were pants.
Wo Sing Wo, Kitsunne, Sir
Bedivier, Tarin Howell,
Jokin, Joajin Karasawa did
better so are just rubbish.

Local farmers said this about
what happened to them
“私達はサーカスを好むが
、あなたの表面につくマス
クと打たれる目覚めること
はよくない”
Which our reporter translated
as “I will beef sandle if rainy
igloo’s eat penguins”

The final four were Sir
Kailen Otorno Istel, Arakasi
the Tiger Mirror, Shika head
of the Sanctuaries Military &
Basun representing the
Golden Vampire.
Sir Kailen fought with style,
good tailoring & a sword but
the final was eventually a
duel between Arakasi and
Shika with Shika victorious.

Pair up Predictions by Mink
Marlow & Ruth (Dam I’m good)
Imerick & Princess Fiona (She deserves better than Shrek)
Nightjar & Mal (because everyone wants to see badgercats!)
Bedeline & The leftovers (free buffet for the fey maiden to peruse)
Lady Aggie & Zach ( He talks lots so she'll always find him.)
Miranda & Mordred (Because they have a history)

We tell a pinch truth with lots of dam lies and exaggeration.

Future Vampire Dead
The future vampire is it’s now dead. Mr Du Mornay is said to
be upset since the vampire was teaching him some great new
juggling techniques which would benefit all the world. He did
say he still has a vampire army and the tricks he’s already
learned so stuff you Falco, Stommler, Comtessa and co. Mr Du
Mornay was also bragging that at least he could sire more
vampire’s while licking his fangs and wiggling his hips.

TUTORS GUILD
We teach you how to survive your
wife’s Sunday dinner or how to get
rid of your husband so you can
marry that hunk of a hero Darathior.

HATTERS GUILD
Like bangs, like smelling of urine,
like the singed eyebrows look, then
we are the only guild for you.

Mink sayeth “ Tentacles...lucky girl! “

Have You Seen
This Werewolf

Bedeline
Cheats on
Marlow
Lady Bedeline Marlow’s
secret bit on the side was seen
in a room with the upstanding
gentlemen Markus Savant of
the Potters Guild.
Seen at the The Sex, Chips &
Gravy Inn the couple were
said to be enjoying trying out
each other’s skills.

A nasty werewolf is at large
“DO NOT PANIC!” Just
RUN, in fact run very fast, no
sorry this werewolf is fast so
curl in a ball and go fibble.
You can recognise this
werewolf by its hairy arms,
fangs and cold nose. It was last
seen in the Thunders but also
seen in Union, Archipelago,
Dust and Salem.
Mr Snow has offered a reward
of 1,000,000 fluff and cheap
buttons for any person who
captures the beast.
A Mr Jebediah speaking from
Salem says he saw the beast in
Frontier.

Markus was seen sitting
behind Bedeline helping her
make tall phallic clay things on
the potter’s wheel, and
Bedeline was said to be
whispering nice sweet nothing
things in Markus’s ear(s).

News Focus
Environment – A new bio
hazard called horror taint is said to
be passed on by eating brussel
sprouts. They also make you fart.
Technology –

Who needs
round wheels when you can have
square ones, Professor Lowiq says
square wheels have many advantages,
such as no need for brakes, you can
build them from square trees and
old windows.

Health – heath is good for you
without good health you are not
healthy. Good health has many
benefits, you usually don’t die when
using good health, and good health
lets you run up a hill without the
need for someone to carry you
saving you money.
Science –

Sepsis what is it? Dr
Caraway of the Society of New
Science’s says its plant that resembles
brussel sprouts.

Politics – Vote Mal for president
of Zoon, he will reduce the burden
of high axes by making them
hatchets. Mal also says he will get rid
of schools and free healthcare, since
Zoon should be based on survival of
the fittest system, culling the weak.
Local News – Rugles the pet
dog of Miss Bently has gone missing
while on a quiet walk. Rugles the
much loved pet says “woof, ruf,
whoofffff” & appears very sad about
his missing owner.

We tell a pinch truth with lots of dam lies and exaggeration.

Natalia

BUTCHERS
GUILD
Are you strong, tough and dumb,
do you like thumping people, do
you like going grrrr, do you like
shouting “Resistance is Useless”
then the Butchers Guild is for
you.

Pictured with Chance, is this
the next wedding.
According Magnus, NO! She
is not going to be called
Natalia Under Starlight until
Chance stops getting her into
deep doodoo.

Come join us, all members get to
take part in good beatings, they
get a bed, a hitting stick, plus a
large raw meat ration, on demand
beer, and the odd gang bang.

Top Ten Prophecies
1.
2.

You will all die, eventually, probably, hopefully, sorry.
Dashal Avalon will blow up all parrots Whitewater in
gigantic flangite explosion leaving all Pirate Captain rather
distressed with no one to talk to.
3. The world ends tomorrow, ahh got you tomorrow never
comes, unless your reading this tomorrow then it’s already
here, help.
4. Nightjar will become the right hand man of Apocalypse
after she has a sex change, oh and a species change.
5. The Shards will be shattered once again by the Phoenix.
6. A man in a nice fur coat will lead an army into battle,
unless it’s summer or he doesn’t own a fur coat.
7. 99 out 100 prophecies come true 1% of the time.
8. The Old One’s will return, yes Grandad is coming home
from his ‘Special’ holiday in Compton.
9. The Herald is among us, sorry that was Harold.
10. Zach will (insert anything here).
10a. Ruth will marry Marlow, well we got one right?
10b. The Young Ones will become Old One’s.
10c. Sir Kailen will be King of something before he becomes a
Emperor which will be 2 weeks before he becomes God.
10d. The Horologist will change any prophecies you read here
with their so called corrective time maintenance.
20. Mikhile will survive (insert anything here)

News Focus
Continued
Education –

Wen 1+1=5 then
Yu need A heduKsion so send 1
seamstresses smirk to we and us will
cent a sertificate to say Yu has A
headookassion. (this news artical is
sponsored by the Real Teacher
Guild of Port Rabel) With free
sharpened pencil to the ferst 5
haplicats.

Business – A new rare mineral is
found in Archipelago, the owner of
the sample Don Alfonso Caldera
refuses to say where his mine is or
what the mineral is good for,
however he says he will invest the
money in useful things such as more
formal balls, parties, better clothes
for the servants, and a new sofa.
The Arts – The Art of springing
sharp pointy sticks from another
stick with piece of string into
someone’s chest to make them die is
called Archery
Time – Time travel is impossible
according the Navigators Guild, they
prove it by saying if time travel was
possible all horologist would be very
rich from investments and gambling.

Sport – We cover a new sport this
issue, Inter Dimensional Ping Pong
as practised by Capt Morgan, Mr
Snow and Chance. Take two worlds,
and stop them colliding, the winners
gets to survive.
Entertainment –

Ling Tangs
circus with its unbelievable 2 eyed
goat, yes it’s got not one but 2 eyes I
know you can’t believe it, I almost
feinted myself when I first saw it, the
eyes they just look at you & say
“How can I have 2 eyes” of course
they weren’t amazing talking eye, that
would have been slightly good also.
Yes the circus has closed, although...

Weather – The weather will be

We tell a pinch truth with lots of dam lies and exaggeration.

World News
Archipelago:

Voodoo see’s a
growth in its member; this pin
cushion
colourful
magic
mushroom enhanced religion is
making moves, floaty ones.

Faerie: The Dark Rider chased
back up ta North is still keeping
tha Seat of tha I Mage warm.
Dwarves start to horde minerals
and refuse to sell to Fomorii of
any coloured stripe especially the
brown stripes.

Dust: Undead creatures roam the
borders of the Thousand Tears of
Nia. The Magi and Mentary fall
out, The Caliph sides with The
Mentary. The new world to the
east is called Thieneland.

Lonely Hearts
Slinky, Raven Haired temptation seeks Anyone or Anything, Anywhere,
Anytime, Anyhow at any angle. Into everything.
Miss M
~

Remember me? My eyes met with your stomach as your icy curves
enchanted me. Don't freeze my heart we can do great things together.
Mr S
~

Gun wielding archaeologist seeks non celibate husband.

Ruth R-S

~

Man Seeking Woman. Must be able to take the equivalent of a
blunderbuss to the back and live.
Mr M
~

Likes: Easy going women with soft skin. Sub/Dom. Dislikes. Men.
Poverty. Chewing with mouth open. Dry Land. Come to Commodore!
~

Easy going, cautious and kind gentleman, GSOH I was told to put that,
desires lady for research nights; I do mean research not implying
anything else. Must travel well. Librarians welcome.
SS
~

Caring man wanted for talking and general company. Looks not
important, likes to fondle big muscles.
Lady Aggie
~

We trade for any girl; we give best deal and no return policy.
Abdul & Abdul Honest Traders
~

Frontier: Zoon makes politics;
Zoon may soon have its Alpha.
The tribe’s attacks on Settlers
increase, many die. Merchant
guild of Yogykarta recruits
mercenaries to protect the land
they sell.

Salem: The new Wissen is
printed, and distributed, the
people will be taught to read
declares Emperor Steiner, starting
with the teachers. Siege of
Carnellium seems never ending.

Thunders: War imminent, the
land is tinder dry waiting for the
smallest spark to start a conflict,
they say nobody really wants. Ling
Tang is wanted for stealing stuff,
she is also believed to be Yo-Yo
daughter of the Puppet Master.
Union: War in the Vampire
world. A Library book worth a
Dragons Horde is returned to the
Institute of Curiosities after 94
years by an inconsequential old
lady with black teeth, pink hair, a
red nose, and three eyes.
Produced by reporters Amy & RichH

Girl wanted. Must be hot, great coconuts, but 'brainy birds' are a no-no.
Beg for it and you shall receive. Satisfaction assured Z P Wilderbeast
~

Take off your shoes and I'll make you wet.

Tristan the Puddle.

~

GOOD 'XOTIC WOMAN LOOK FOR MAN. MUST LIKE DOG. ABILITY TO FIND
DOG 'VANTAGE. MULENKA. CRYING MERMAID. ARCHIPELAGON. P.S. BRING
CHIKEN.
~

Younger man seeking attractive woman. Must be of wealthy
background, dislikes poor people, not scared of spiders and partial to
brisk walks.
H. Smedley, Society Of Forgotten Times.
~

I’m not lonely but come round to visit me any Time past present or
now for a Fish supper.
Capt H. Dove
~

Well dressed, Wealthy Guildsman looking for a lovely lady for business
venture and a BULLY!! Good time. Must like Travel and be able to put
up with all types of terrain. No Fire whatsoever unless it is for some cosy
private time. Must like rocks and magical Doo-Dads.
Markus Savant, Potters Guild.

Bedeline’s
Love
Dodecohedron
Bedeline long ago moved on
from simple love triangles,
they are for amateurs, she
much prefers more complex
shapes and positions.

UPHOLSTERES
GUILD
We currently need surgeons,
psychiatrist, orderlies, nurses,
medical doctor, magical healers &
gong farmers.
We pay in 1 fluffy button a year
and provide you with all the
patients you could ever dream of
so you will never have the time to
spend your fluffy button.

